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Proud principal sponsor of the
Intervention & Coiled Tubing
Association’s (ICoTA) 25th
anniversary event.
Note to Editors
About TGT Oilfield Services
TGT is a recognised leader
in oilfield measurements.
We create the world’s most powerful
through-barrier diagnostic systems.
Decades of applied research and an
enduring commitment to geoscience
and technology innovation have
enabled us to harness the power of
heat, acoustic and electromagnetic
energy, to reveal deep insights
about well and reservoir dynamics.
Our customers globally trust the
critical information we provide, from
inside and far beyond the wellbore,
to ensure asset integrity and
ultimate production performance.
For more information visit
tgtdiagnostics.com
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Last week, TGT joined other industry
professionals at ICoTA European Chapters’
annual dinner which took place at the Marcliffe,
Pitfodels in Aberdeen, UK.
TGT was delighted to partner with ICoTA who
are a global, not-for-profit organisation whose
ambition is to boost the value of well
intervention solutions within the oil and gas
industry.
“This event has become a recognised feature in
the oil and gas industry calendar and attracts
the very best operators, service and technology
providers as well as industry experts and
academia”, commented Mohamed Hegazi,
CEO, TGT, who spoke at the ICoTA dinner to
an audience of leading well intervention
professionals. “We are privileged to be part of
this community and at such a dynamic time” he
added.

the domain of through-barrier diagnostics and
likewise continues to expand links to academia
and R&D investment”.

Mohamed concluded by thanking ICoTA for the
opportunity to support the event.

Mohamed Hegazi speaking at the ICoTA European
Chapters’ annual dinner.

ICoTA’s aim is to improve communication and
knowledge sharing across the industry. They
provide global networking opportunities across
all well intervention disciplines, bringing
together a diverse range of professional and
technical experience, so the industry can
benefit as a whole.
Mohamed commented on the similarities
between TGT and ICoTA as both young but
established organisations. “ICoTA established
itself as a pioneer in the world of “intervention
knowledge sharing” and continues to expand its
network and chapters. Similarly, TGT pioneered
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